“ Defeating the false perception that
bigger headset means better quality,
the USB200 is designed to be
lightweight...unprecedented in the
industry, the USB200's small speaker
chambers house two bass-enhanced
40mm speakers, allowing users to
truly enjoy top-end multimedia and
music experiences.. ”
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Audio-enhanced USB Headset

Give the USB200 headset a try and you will immediately notice the surprising powerful
sound output from this compact design. Unprecedented in the industry, the USB200's small
speaker chambers house two bass-enhanced 40mm speakers, allowing users to truly enjoy
top-end multimedia and music experiences.
The USB200 is also an excellent communication product. With its commercially-used
noise-cancelling microphone, users can enjoy a level of crystal clear voice transmission even
in the noisiest environment, making this headset the best product for internet chat as well as
PC or console gaming.
Designed by Accutone®’s award-winning industrial designer, the USB200 is a sharp-looking
headset with elegant curves; but most importantly the mechanical design is unmatched in
terms of creating the best acoustic-friendly chambers and durable moving parts. Although
the USB200 is designed for the consumer market, its reliability-standards are equal to the
most rigid requirements of business users.
Other features include inline volume control with mute switch, universal plug-and-play
connectivity supporting all Windows®, Macintosh® operating systems without the need of
any drivers. It is also compatible with SkypeTM, Windows® Live Messenger, Yahoo®
Messenger, Google® Talk and AOL® Instant Messenger.
Defeating the false perception that bigger headset means better quality, the USB200 is
designed to be lightweight, compact and sharp-looking.
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USB200 Key Features

40mm bass-enhanced
loudspeakers


Compact Size | Powerful Sound. The USB200 is perhaps

the smallest headset in the market to housed two 40mm
stereo speakers. Equipped with Accutone®’s proprietary
Bass-Enhanced loudspeakers, the output quality is
absolutely stunning.

high-grade comfortable
ear-foam cushion


Superb Noise Cancelling. Designed to be both an audio as

noise-cancelling microphone

well as a communication headset, the USB200 comes with
a powerful noise-cancelling microphone, allowing superb
sound clarity even in the noisest enviroments.

flexible boom arm


Award-Winning Design Team. From the award-winning

designer that brought us the famous USB400 headset, the
USB200 is designed with sharp-looking curves and sturdy
mechanical structure.

Inline Audio Controller. The tiny cylindrical inline audio

controller offers speaker volume adjustments and
microphone mute function.

Universal Plug and Play. The USB200's universal plug-and-

play design is completely driver-free for almost every
platforms in the market, includeing Windows, Macintosh
and Linux.

All IM Compatible. Works perfectly with Skype, Live

Messenger, AOL Instanat Messenger and Yahoo! IM.

USB200 Detail Product Specifications
Material:

ABS and POM

Headset Dimension:

16.5 x 13.5 x 5.5cm

Weight:

85 g (include controller)

Speaker Size:

40 mm diameter speakers

Sensitivity:

98dB ±4dB (3mW/1CM)

Impedance:

32Ω ±15%

Frequency Response:

20~20,000Hz

Microphone Dimension:

6mm diameter x 2.5mm

Microphone Sensitivity:

-45dB ±4dBV/Pa

Impedance:

2200 Ω

Microphone Frequency Range:

100~10,000Hz

Directivity:

Noise-Canceling

*For more detail information on USB200 and many other products, please visit our website at: www.accutone.com

In-line Controller & USB Connector

Computer Voice-over-IP applications, suitable for notebooks,
tablets and desktop computers.
inline volume-controller

Standard USB connection, compatible with most Windows,
Macintosh and Linux operating systems. (Skype control only
supports Windows and Macintosh OS)
USB connector
with in-built
PCBA

Available in monaural version, for better awareness of the
surroundings, perfect for voice-application via internet.

mute switch

volume control
sliding switch

Left and right-side speakers deliver different audio sources
for standard stereo output.
40mm loudspeakers engineered according to Accutone’s
proprietary BassEnhancement Technology for superb
audio performance.
universally plug and play, with absolutely no need for any
drivers under Windows, Mac or Linux platforms.
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